Mighty Mushroom & Friends
From Mushrooms in Schools
Mighty Mushroom visits his friends on the farm every weekend.
Like you, Mighty grows, laughs & learns more with friends.

Let's say hi to Mighty’s friends...
Carrots come in orange (like Calm), but can you guess what other colors of carrots there are?

White, Yellow and Purple

Calm Carrot
Talented Tomato

How big have you seen tomatoes?
Eclectic Eggplant

What color is eggplant?
Crafty Corn
Raise your hand if you like corn!
Leaping Lettuce

What meal have you seen lettuce in?
Where have you seen a beet?
Friends make life more colorful & fun!
Like Mighty, visit with them and enjoy meals together!
Visit Us!
For more resources, recipes and other stories about Mighty Mushroom
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